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The duo that started it all – the 
Howa barreled action and the
Hogue Overmolded® rifle stock. 
Now, this configuration is the 
backbone of the Howa rifle line 
in 2010. Howa M-1500 rifles are 
well known in the shooting 
community for their accuracy 
and ability to hold up under the toughest of conditions. 

Add to that the Hogue Overmolded® stock features a comfor-
table, soft grip to reduce shooting fatigue and still provides a 
positive grip surface in all weather conditions. The Hogue stock 
will not harden with age, and is impervious to gun solvents and 

The Ranchland Compact combines all of the best fea-
tures needed in a compact, all-purpose “truck gun”. The 
Ranchland Compact is built on the tough and reliable Howa 
barreled action that features a forged steel, flat bottomed
receiver; large recoil lug and hammer forged barrel. 

On top of that is a forged, one-piece bolt with two locking 
lugs, an M-16 style extractor and three position safety. All 
of this mounts in your choice of an OD Green, Coyote Sand 
or Black Hogue Overmolded® stock.

HOWA Ranchland

Howa Ranchland, 
Camo 

Howa Ranchland, 
OD green

Howa Ranchland, 
black

Howa Ranchland,
sand

Howa HOGUE®, black stainless

gun oils. It is built with a fiberglas reinforced skeleton and 
pillar bedding for strength and accuracy, allowing the barrel 
to free-float. The stock also has a varminter style forend, 
built-in swivel studs and a famous Hogue recoil pad.

With the Howa Hogue you have a great shooter, 
combining supreme accuracy and safety with comfort 
and great handling, right off the shelf!

Howa HOGUE®, black 

Howa HOGUE®, OD green

Howa HOGUE®, sand

The Howa Heavy Barrel Varminter  model is built with a 
20” Heavy Barrel, and is offered in .22-250 Remington, 
.223 Remington  or .308 Winchester, three highly popular 
varmint calibers. The short, heavy barrel provides ease of 
maneuvering and excellent heat dissipation. 

Howa HOGUE® Heavy Barrel Varminter

The newly designed powerhouse caliber from Ruger and Hornady, has a cartridge case that is slightly larger in diameter 
than a .30-06, but shares the same overall case length. This means the new rifle caliber/rifle provides shooters with a stan-
dard length action, shorter bolt stroke and an easier feed, while producing better ballistics than the .375 H&H magnum.

Howa HOGUE® .375 Ruger

Howa HOGUE® 
Heavy Barrel Varminter, black

Howa HOGUE® 
Heavy Barrel Varminter, OD green

Howa HOGUE®.375 Ruger black

Howa HOGUE®.375 Ruger OD green

Howa HOGUE®
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Howa European Thumbhole Varminter and Varminter 
Supreme rifles take performance to new heights. Built 
around the proven M-1500 action, these rifles have 24-inch 
hammer-forged bull barrels with recessed muzzle crown in 
either non-glare blue or matte stainless steel. The M-1500’s 
acclaimed trigger adjusts for sear engagement and weight 
of pull.  A three position safety allows safe single-loading 
and secure bolt lock-down. Recoil pads and swivel studs 
are standard.
The European Varminter Supreme stock is designed with a 
raised comb and rollover cheekpiece, a full pistol-grip with 

palm-filling swell, a broad beavertail forend and vented 
stock for barrel cooling. 

The European Thumbhole Varminter adds a high, straight 
comb and a more vertical pistol grip that’s ideal for shoo-
ting off a bench or rest. For hunting, pest control, or match 
competition, you can’t go wrong choosing a Howa M-1500 
European Varminter Supreme rifle. The Howa European 
Varminter Supreme and European Thumbhole Varminter 
Supreme rifles come in Nutmeg (brown) and Pepper (gray) 
laminated stocks.

Howa European Varminter Supreme & Thumbhole Varminter Supreme

European  Varminter Supreme Stainless, Pepper

European Thumbhole Varminter Supreme 
Stainless, Nutmeg

Detachable MagazinesTwo Stage Trigger

American Walnut Hunter

These new detachable polymer magazines are 
available for .223 and .308 calibers, 
with, .22-.250 coming 
soon! Available as an 
aftermarket conversion 
only (5 and 10 rounds), 
these new magazines 
come with a special 
trigger guard/mag. well 
housing that replaces 
the existing floorplate of 
your Howa M-1500.

All of the features that made Howa great, plus an American walnut stock 
that offers a Monte Carlo rollover comb. Barrels are free floated 
for maximum accuracy.

American Walnut Hunter
Stainless

American Walnut Hunter
Blue

European 
Thumbhole Varminter 
Supreme Blued, Pepper

European 
Varminter Supreme 
Stainless, Nutmeg

NEW
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• Crisper, Lighter Trigger Pulls
• Minimal Sear Engagement
• Improved Accuracy with less
   Human Error

Available starting autumn 2011

NEW



Replacing the old TH Varminter Supreme for 2010 is the 
Howa Thumbhole Varminter. This tough, laminated stock is 
ambidextrous in design. The new open thumbhole design 
easily accommodates even the biggest hands and heaviest 
hunting gloves. The vertical pistol grip a  affords comfort and 
positive handling, while this hand position gives better control 
and allows for better recoil response.
The forend is massive for stability and balance when target
shooting. Equipped with large vent holes, the forend dissipates

Howa Thumbhole 
Varminter

barrel heat quickly for sustained, on target accuracy. These 
rifles come with 24”, heavy barrels on proven Howa actions. 
Available in Nutmeg or new, Woodland stock color.
Still available for 2010 is the Howa Varminter Supreme in 
Nutmeg or new Woodland colors. The Varminter Supreme 
features a raised comb with rollover cheekpiece, a full 
pistol grip with palm swell, broad beavertail forend and 
vents for cooling.

Howa Axiom

Up to 70% Recoil Reduction

Howa Axiom, Camo 

The new HOWA TALON Thumbhole Rifle combines the perfor-
mance features of a thumbhole stock with the award winning 
Axiom Rifle Stock design. Utilizing the new Two-Stage dual 
Knoxx recoil compensating systems, the Axiom TH has the 
ability to reduce felt recoil of even the most potent rifle rounds 
by up to 70%. Whether it’s hard hitting big game ammunition 
or shoulder pounding predator ammunition, the new Two-
Stage Recoil system makes all rifle calibers easy for any 
shooter to handle!
The HOWA TALON Thumbhole Rifle Stock’s polymer and alloy
construction makes it durable, reliable and built to last. The 

Howa Talon Thumbhole

Up to 70% Recoil Reduction

unique features and design of the thumbhole design allows 
sport shooters and hunters improved accuracy, quicker target 
acquisition, steady firearm control and the ability to comfor-
tably use their rifles in a variety of shooting positions. Deer, 
elk and predator hunters alike will find their target hit ratios 
improving as flinching and recoil anticipation dramatically 
decreases.

Designed with a rifle hunter in mind, and practically devoid of 
any harsh recoil, the HOWA TALON is an ideal choice for those 
shooters looking to substantially improve the performance of 
their bolt action rifles. Soft on the shoulder, hard on the target!

Howa Talon Sporter, black

Howa Thumbhole Varminter, 
Woodland

Black

The Howa/Axiom features:
• Rugged lightweight synthetic construction
• Instantly adjustable length-of-pull from 11.5” to 15.5”
• Two recoil suppression devices for maximum recoil
   reduction of up to 70%
• Completely free-floated barrel for maximum accuracy
• CNC milled to specifically fit the Howa M-1500 action
• Available with Nikko Stirling scope package

These rifles are ideal for bench rest shooting or varmint/predator
hunting. Five varmint calibers are available in the 24” Heavy 
Barrel and 3 calibers in the 20” Heavy Barrel version.

The Howa/Axiom uses a cam and spring absorber in the pistol
grip & another heavy spring in the stock tube. Both systems 
are separate units from the forend, allowing the stock to 
absorb recoil on impact. The Howa M-1500 offers as standard 
many features found in much more expensive rifles, like a 
forged receiver and forged, one-piece bolt that are both ported 
for safety, a three position safety, a one-piece guard and ma-
gazine box with hinged floor plate. The bolt also features two 
locking lugs and an M-16 style extractor.

Also new for 2010 is a completely redesigned wood laminate
sporter stock. A cousin to the new Thumbhole Varminter, this
stock is ambidextrous with the same open thumbhole design.
The large thumbhole accommodates the heaviest hunting
glove while providing unequalled stability and handling control.
The unique features and design of the thumbhole stock allows
sport shooters and hunters improved accuracy, quicker target
acquisition, steady firearm control and the ability to 
comfortably use their rifles in a variety of shooting positions. 
Available in Nutmeg or new Woodland laminate colors.

Howa 
Thumbhole Sporter

Howa Thumbhole Sporter, 

Woodland

The Howa Axiom is not available in all countries!
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LIGHTWEIGHT - BLUE                                                            BBL Length              Overall           Barreled Action             Action            Muzzle
Caliber  Cat. Number    Mag.Capacity             & Contour               Length                  Weight                     Type            Diameter                Rifling
.223Rem  HWB20001 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1  692 mm 2,2 kg Short  14,5 mm  1-12” twist 
.204 Ruger  HWB20401 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1  692 mm 2,2 kg  Short  14,5 mm 1-12” twist 
.22-250Rem  HWB21201 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1  692 mm 2,2 kg  Short  14,5 mm  1-12” twist 
.243 Win.  HWB22101 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1   692 mm  2,2 kg  Short  14,5 mm  1-10” twist 
.308 Win.  HWB23101 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1   692 mm  2,2 kg Short  14,5 mm  1-10” twist 
7mm-08  HWB23701 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #1   692 mm 2,2 kg  Short  14,5 mm  1-9.5”twist 

STANDARD - BLUE
.223 Rem.  HWB20002 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm 2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm  1-12” twist 
.204 Ruger  HWB20402 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm  2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm  1-12” twist 
.22-250 Rem.  HWB21202 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm  2,4 kg Short  15,8 mm  1-12” twist 
.243 Win.  HWB22102 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm 2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
6.5x55SW  HWB22302 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm 1-08” twist 
.25-06  HWB22402 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist
.270 Win.  HWB22602 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist
.308 Win.  HWB23102 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2 743 mm  2,4 kg Short  15,8 mm  1-10” twist
.30-06  HWB23202 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm  2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm 1-10” twist 

MAGNUM - BLUE
.300 Win. Mag.  HWB23302 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2 807 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm 1-10” twist 
.338 Win. Mag.  HWB23402 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2 807 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
7mm Rem Mag.  HWB23702 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2  807 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-9.5” twist 
.375 Ruger  HWB23902 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2  807 mm 2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm 1-12” twist 
.375 Ruger  HWB23905 + 3+1 in chamber  508 mm #2 705 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm 1-12” twist 

HEAVY BARREL - BLUE                                                               BBL Length          Overall            Barreled Action            Action              Muzzle
Caliber  Cat. Number    Mag.Capacity                & Contour           Length                   Weight                    Type              Diameter                Rifling
.223 Rem.  HWB20004 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #6 692 mm  2,8 kg  Short  21 mm  1-12” twist
.22-250 Rem.  HWB21204 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #6  692 mm  2,8 kg   Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.308 Win.  HWB23104 + 5+1 in chamber  508 mm #6  692 mm  2,8 kg   Short  21 mm  1-10” twist 
.223 Rem.  HWB20003 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6 794 mm   3 kg  Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.204 Ruger  HWB20403 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6  794 mm   3 kg   Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.22-250 Rem.  HWB21203 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6  794 mm   3 kg   Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.243 Win.  HWB22103 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6  794 mm   3 kg   Short  21 mm  1-10” twist 
.308 Win.  HWB23103 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6  794 mm   3 kg   Short  21 mm  1-10” twist 

STANDARD - STAINLESS
.223 Rem.  HWB20012 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2 743 mm 2,4 kg Short  15,8 mm 1-12” twist 
.204 Ruger HWB20412 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2 743 mm  2,4 kg Short  15,8 mm 1-12” twist 
.22-250 Rem.  HWB21212 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm  2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm  1-12” twist 
.243 Win.  HWB22112 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2 743 mm  2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
6.5x55SW  HWB22312 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm  2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-08” twist 
.25-06  HWB22412 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2 756 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
.270 Win.  HWB22612 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm  2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm 1-10” twist 
.308 Win.  HWB23112 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  743 mm 2,4 kg  Short  15,8 mm 1-10” twist 
.30-06  HWB23212 + 5+1 in chamber  559 mm #2  756 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm 1-10” twist 

MAGNUM - STAINLESS
.300 Win. Mag.  HWB23312 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2 807 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
.338 Win. Mag.  HWB23412 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2 807 mm  2,4 kg Long  15,8 mm  1-10” twist 
7mm Rem Mag.  HWB23712 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2  807 mm 2,4 kg  Long  15,8 mm  1-9.5” twist 
.375 Ruger  HWB23912 + 3+1 in chamber  610 mm #2 807 mm  2,4 kg   Long  15,8 mm 1-12” twist 
.375 Ruger  HWB23915 + 3+1 in chamber  508 mm #2 705 mm  2,4 kg   Long  15,8 mm  1-12” twist 

HEAVY BARREL - STAINLESS
.223 Rem.  HWB20013 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6   794 mm  3 kg  Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.204 Ruger  HWB20413 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6   794 mm   3 kg  Short  21 mm 1-12” twist 
.22-250 Rem.  HWB21213 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6   794 mm  3 kg  Short  21 mm  1-12” twist 
.243 Win.  HWB22113 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6   794 mm   3 kg   Short  21 mm 1-10” twist 
.308 Win.  HWB23113 + 5+1 in chamber  610 mm #6  794 mm   3 kg  Short  21 mm  1-10” twist 

Howa is certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2000.

Howa M-1500 Barreled Actions




